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The curtain has finally risen on all the hyped Chandni Chowk in China, which was released globally yesterday, January 16th. At 00:25 hours, at the age of 87, the famous American rock singer Joan Jett died.She lived a long life and died of complications from a stroke, AP reports. French music video director Jean-Michel Jarre showed how he will change the history of music:
instead of choosing between electronic sound and live sound (for some), he will leave only live sound. Chinese search engine Baidu has launched Zello, a service that allows you to communicate with other users and make purchases on the Internet. On January 20, the world celebrates the Day of Ukrainian Law Enforcement Worker. By this date, the Ministry of Internal Affairs
of Ukraine has planned celebrations. This was reported by the press service of the department. The exhibition "Jawan Expo 2015" (or "Qingdao India 2015") organized in Qingdao is one of the largest in Asia. On November 5, the exhibition opened at the Odeon Tower exhibition complex, and today it has already been visited by most of the guests (including famous artists and
musicians) and we can safely say that the exhibition was a success. Lufthansa has canceled all flights to China due to cholera in Hong Kong. The European Union has made tough decisions on Iran. Passengers of the airline carrying Nalchik-Moscow will be fed hot meals. The Russian IT giant VKontakte has left the shareholders of Scartel. Six people have died after a clash with
police in New Delhi. On January 22nd, China celebrates New Days. During a meeting with journalists, the US President said that he "highly appreciates" Barack Obama's efforts to resolve the conflict in Ukraine.
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